
Graduate paper writing service
Programs for voice-to-text conversion can be useful for recording long lectures or for quick typing 
of books and articles. They are based on special API engines that recognize the tone and phonetics 
of the reproduced sounds and use them to build words and sentences. Naturally, each such program 
for voice typing and saving text does not work perfectly, but it will do fine for creating notes for 
later editing.

Rating of the best programs for voice typing
List of the best programs for voice typing
If you focus on the reviews left by users on thematic forums, the following programs are the best 
for voice to text:

• MSpeech;
• Dictate;
• Graduate paper writing service  ;
• Speechpad;
• VoiceNote II;
• Speak a Message;
• Voco .

Each of the above programs for typing and voice editing can be used on a PC in combination with 
any microphone. But to increase the quality of sound recognition it is recommended to use 
condenser microphones with the noise suppression (if any) and other voice processing add-ons 
disabled (through the settings of your sound card driver).

MSpeech
Program for voice input, using Google API as an engine (considered to be the most efficient in 
terms of speech-to-text conversion). Main advantage: recognition in more than 50 languages, 
support for new ones is added regularly. Additional features:

Support for voice commands (e.g., start, stop, delete commands);
text correction ("logic" is built on the basis of the same Google API), which allows you to quickly 
replace repetitive words with synonyms;
it is possible to choose other voice conversion engines (for example, Microsoft Bing);
synchronization of typed notes with cloud storage services (Google Disk).
The application is free, allows typing an unlimited number of characters, but for its work requires a 
permanent connection to the Internet. At the same time it consumes a large amount of traffic (from 
1 to 5 megabytes per minute), and even more when synchronizing with Google Disk.

Dictate
Voice-to-text converter from Microsoft. Released in the form of an add-on for the text editor Word. 
The program is free, but requires an activated license for Microsoft Office. The plugin itself can be 
downloaded from the official Microsoft website, installed as a normal application. Recording notes 
by voice is done in Word, Outlook or PowerPoint. Additional features:

Computer text conversion in more than 60 languages;
automatic editing of typed sentences (deletion of errors, punctuation marks);
Recognition of dictated formulas (still being tested, it often works incorrectly).
The developers claim that Dictate, apart from text recognition, is able to learn itself. The program 
takes into account the specific phonetics of a particular user, so if you often use it input accuracy 
increases. But for its work the presence of a permanent access to the Internet is also required 
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(without it the program also works, but recognizes incorrectly). After installing the application in 
Microsoft Word, there is an additional tab "Dictate" - just there and work with transcription of audio
input. Works only in Windows, in the cloud version of Microsoft Office function is not available 
(but soon promised to add).
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